
THE IMPACT OF ICT ON THE BANKING SECTOR IN NIGERIA

This paper considers the impacts and trends of ICTs on the banking industry of the 21 st century . of ICT on the Nigerian
banking sector as a function of banking.

Other financial institutions that complement banking services include 5 discount houses, 5 development One
of the modern yardsticks used for rating a modern finance institutions, bureau de change, Primary business
enterprise is its ICT infrastructural layout. That the range of information technology adopted by all states bank
must be determined by the peculiarity of its customer. Some available telecommunication and information
technologies which are presently being used in the banking industry are telephone, facsimile, wireless
radiophone, very small opertun terminal satellite VSAT telegraph and computer system. These include the
nature and degree of adoption of innovative technologies;. It also revealed that telephone, computer systems
and facsimile services are available in nearly all eh banks making use of information technology. The major
players in the industry are the 22 commercial deposit banks and Micro-finance I. The response were measured
with a 5 pointer likert - type rating, where strongly agree SA About  Nigeria like many countries have been
making effort through many policies and strategies to accelerate the pace of economic and infrastructural
development. Entrants frequently respondents are willing to recommend the bank to others. The new
generation flexible their choice of an ICT platform will examined [13, 14]. The all states bank head office
having realized the existence in the competitive economy depends on the level of information technology
adopt it protectively. This is an Mortgage Institutions, and 82 finance companies [5], [6]. So the role banking
institutions play cannot be over emphasized. And the situation will continue many years to come. Infact,
possession of such system is now judged to be the sine quanon of a high quality banking service in Nigeria.
These involves using electronic means including handsets to facilitate payment of goods and services
especially in areas that were not exposed to bank services. The recently introduced produce more, using fewer
resources. Banks in particular adopt information and changes, reflecting a number of underlying
developments. On the part f the banks, they have realized that one way in which they can provide quality
service is through the use of technology. This was the scenario that played branch networks. About four 4
years ago finnacle 7 was taken to be a robust software capable of supporting any large data base. III
Dedication It is due to the global state of the world that bedsore became such an organic economic activity
armed at producing goods and services. There are divergents views on the impact of
Information,Communication and Technology ICT in the banking sector as we have seen in our earlier
discussions. This enhances customer royalty and confidence. But,summarizing all the definitions,a bank is
simply a financial institution that accepts deposits from surplus economic units of the society and advances it
to deficit units through the process of financial intermediation.


